The Multiscreen Community

Brought to you By: TripleWideMedia.com
Free Resources: http://twm.co/FreeResources
Guideline: https://twm.co/MultiscreenCommunity
Overview
This is a community for those using multiscreen setups in their environments. We want this to
be a community of techs, artists, VJ’s, worship leaders, and creatives to learn, discuss, and
share ideas about all things multiscreen. From environmental projection to edge blending; from
LED walls to pixel mapped televisions, we are excited to share and grow as a community.

Group Guidelines
We want this to be a place to learn, grow, ask questions, share ideas and come together as a
community! Posts and comments should be related to multiscreen visuals, live events, video
production, lighting design, stage design or other similar topics as they relate to multiscreen. We
would love to see your stage designs! While we will focus on sharing those designs on
Mondays, they are always welcome! Let’s be social!

To keep conversation relevant, comments should be related to the topic discussed in the
associated thread. Let’s use this as an opportunity to further the discussion of the topic at hand.
If you have something to discuss as it relates to multiscreen, please post about it so we can
discuss that as well!
Lets avoid these types of posts or topics in order to stay focused on multiscreen: audio, social
media ideas, web design or development, event listings, information technologies, product
advertisements, affiliate links, classifieds, surveys, politics, parodies/sarcasm/satire, theological
discussions, prayer requests, and non-native photo/video/written content. Yeah, we really just
want this to be focused on multiscreen environments.
Refrain from writing offensive, mocking, belittling, shaming, obscene, threatening, abusive or
vulgar posts or comments. Foul language, sexually explicit language and other such comments
will be removed.
At the sole discretion of group administrators, posts and comments that do not benefit or fit the
purposes of the Group may be removed without notice.
Members not abiding by these guidelines will be deleted and banned from the Group without
notice. Soliciting for money or any illegal activity will also instantly ban a member from the
Group.

Vendor Guidelines
Vendors, resellers, brand ambassadors, brand advocates, bloggers and other professionals are
welcome to participate in community discussions. Feel free to answer questions and encourage
the members of the Group. However, solicitation is not permitted.
Unsolicited "self-promotion" is not permitted.
Free resources are permitted to be posted and must link directly from Facebook to the file.
Please post sparingly and for the good of the community, not to promote your company.
Any vendor post or comment may be removed by the administration without notice.
“Market research” or any questions asked with intent to gain knowledge on the TripleWide
Media community are prohibited and may be removed by the administration without notice.
TripleWide Media
This Group was created by the team at TripleWide Media (TWM) and is actively administered,
monitored, and maintained by its staff and interns.

TWM is not bound to the “Vendor Guidelines” and is permitted to post information, updates and
offers for its products and services.
Contact
Thanks for being part of this Group. If you have any questions please contact Tim Southwick the
Group’s Senior Administrator or contact TWM directly.
Extra Resources
Articles.TripleWideMedia.com/free-resources
Articles.TripleWideMedia.com/all
Frequently Asked Questions

